Talk About Town – Speech and Language Therapy Services

List of speech and language apps:

Articulation Station from Little Bee Speech is one of the most comprehensive articulation apps
designed for children to learn how to pronounce and practice different sounds. The program
allows users to practice at the word, sentence, and story level in 22 sounds that target the
initial, medial, and final positions of words. Most of the sounds have 60 target words.
Users can choose from these six different practice activities:







Flashcards: Practice sounds with over 1,200+ pictures.
Matching Game: Match like items while practicing the sounds.
Rotating Sentences: Practice target sounds with rotating words in a fixed sentence.
Unique Sentences: Practice each target word and sounds in a new sentence.
Level 1 Stories: Short and silly rhymes that come with picture prompts and
comprehension questions.
Level 2 Stories: Short and creative stories with comprehension questions.

As a bonus, you can tailor the experience to your child’s needs by creating your own flashcards
with custom images. Articulation Station is free, and it’s available on your iPad, iPhone, and
iPod touch. For a more comprehensive program, you can upgrade to Articulation Station Pro.

The Splingo app from the Speech and Language Store offers children a way to learn listening
and language skills by playing a fun, interactive game with aliens and spaceships. The app was
designed by speech and language therapists to focus on nouns, verbs, prepositions, and
adjectives. It comes with a range of age possibilities, including early language development to a
much more complex level of combining several aspects of language at once. In order to
customize the app to each level, Splingo breaks the content down further into four groups.


Level 1: Uses one main word. Appropriate for 18 months and older.
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Level 2: Uses two main words. For kids with a developmental level of two to threeyears-old.
Level 3: Uses three main words. For kids with a developmental level of three to fouryears-old.
Level 4: Uses four main words. For kids with a developmental level of four-years-old and
older.



100 Words for Babies & Toddlers
Perfect for introducing your child to new words. This is a speech and vocabulary
learning game for pre-school aged children between 6 months and 4 years old.
Colourful animations keep little ones entertained.

ArtikPix uses flashcards and matching games to help kids practice saying words and phrases.
For parents and SLPs, the app can record video of kids articulating, and it saves exportable,
time-stamped performance data for individual sessions or groups of up to four kids. You get
“th,” “w,” “y,” and “h” sounds for free. Buy the rest individually or everything all at once for
around £20.
CineVox is a fairly new app that responds to sounds with fun graphics, encouraging
kids to practice their articulation. And, unlike other apps, it’s actually free. Sounds like
hisses and shhhs produce additional graphical effects, such as a snowstorm, switching
to black-and-white, and a hall-of-mirrors look. The best part, besides the free, is that if
you connect your iPad or iPhone to AppleTV, the graphics play on the big screen.

ABC Alphabet Phonics
ABC Alphabet Phonics is a simple, colourful app. It is good for helping children who are
struggling with letter name identification practice. Pictures and sounds can be
personalised too!
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Baby Sign & Learn
Help your baby communicate by teaching him/her baby sign language. The Baby Sign
and Learn animated characters make learning to sign with your baby or toddler lots of
fun.



iTouch iLearn Words Speech & Language Skills
There's lots of educational content within this app. Children can complete different
lessons and games in order to learn different words and songs. The app is easy enough
for little ones to use.



Speech With Milo: Sequencing
We really like this app, it’s so effective. Learning to recognise sequences is one thing,
but figuring out how to arrange them into stories is another. Combines familiar
sequencing exercises with fun animations to help your little ones get their imagination in
order.
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Speech with Milo: Prepositions was created as a fun and entertaining speech therapy
tool for children. Milo is ideal for parents wanting to teach their children key language
skills. It can be used for toddlers and pre-schoolers, as well as children with language
delays.



Super Duper Apps
Super Duper have designed a number of free apps for educating and helping children
across all aspects of speech, language and communication development. Have a look,
there’s lot’s to choose from!

